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WEAK AND STRONG DENSITY OF COMPOSITIONS

LUIGI DE PASCALE AND EUGENE STEPANOV

Dedicated to N.V. Azbelev on the occasion of his 75th birthday

Abstract. The convergence in various topologies of sequences of inner super-
position (composition) operators acting between Lebesgue spaces and of their
linear combinations is studied. In particular, the sequential density results for
the linear span of such operators is proved for the weak, weak continuous and
strong operator topologies.

1. Introduction

Usually when dealing with homogenization or asymptotic analysis problems for
differential equations, one is required to study various types of convergence of the
operators involved. The situation becomes especially complicated, when the struc-
ture of the problem under consideration is essentially determined not only by local
operators on function spaces (e.g., the differential operator in spaces of differentiable
functions, Nemytskǐı operator in Lebesgue spaces), but also by nonlocal ones.

Among linear nonlocal operators an important role is played by the inner su-
perposition (sometimes also called composition or shift) operator, which naturally
appears in functional differential equations with deviating argument and in the re-
lated variational problems. In the spaces of functions over Ω ⊂ Rn it is defined
formally by the relationship

(Tgu)(x) =
{
u(g(x)), g(x) ∈ Ω,

0, g(x) 6∈ Ω,(S)

where g: Ω → Rn is a given generating function. The operators of this type can
often be considered the “elementary” carrier of nonlocality. In most applications
to functional differential equations one has to study inner superposition operators
defined over some space of summable functions, like Lebesgue or Orlicz space.

The study of strong convergence of inner superpositions in various ideal Banach
spaces and in the space of measurable functions has been started by M.E. Drakhlin
(see [9] and references therein) in order to enable the study of continuous depen-
dence on parameters of solutions to FDE’s. At that time necessary and sufficient
conditions were found for a sequence of inner superpositions to converge to an op-
erator of the same type. Recently, however, the applications to variational and
optimal control problems related to FDE’s made it important to study also weaker
concepts of convergence of nonlocal operators, especially weak operator convergence
and so-called continuous weak convergence (the latter in the reflexive Lebesgue
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space framework is equivalent to the strong convergence of adjoints). As it has
been shown in [7, 2], it is exactly the latter convergence that plays the crucial role
in nonlocal homogenization and Γ-convergence problems. Moreover, such applica-
tions revealed the necessity to put stress on representation of the limit operator.
In particular, from the results of [2] it follows that it is essentially the form of
strong or continuous weak limits of inner superposition operators that determines
the structure of the variational limits of optimal control problems for differential
equations with deviating argument. The respective study of convergence of inner
superpositions in weak operator topologies has been started in [11]. In particular,
it has been shown that a sequence of inner superpositions in a separable Lebesgue
space converges weakly to an inner superposition operator, if and only if the conver-
gence is strong. However, in [11] and in the successive paper [10] the examples have
been provided to show that still inner superpositions can converge weakly (and even
continuously weakly) to an operator of a different type, e.g. to a regular integral
operator. This gives a hint that all the operators between appropriate Lebesgue
spaces might be approximated by inner superposition operators in a sufficiently
weak sense.

In the present paper we will follow this indication and show that the linear
span of the class of all inner superpositions between appropriate Lebesgue spaces
is sequentially dense in the respective space of linear operators in weak (and even
continuous weak) operator topology. Proving this we are able to construct explicitly
the sequence of linear combinations of inner superpositions approximating in the
desired weak sense any given operator. The generating functions of the respective
approximating operators are, in fact, rather “nice”, being local homeomorphisms.
Moreover, exploiting the results of A. Chistyakov [3], we show that it is possible to
approximate any given operator between appropriate Lebesgue spaces by a sequence
of linear combinations of inner superpositions converging both strongly and con-
tinuously weakly. The proof of the latter result, however, will not be constructive,
and will involve generating functions which are very “irregular”.

2. Notation and preliminaries

In what follows we consider generically Ω ⊂ Rn to be an open bounded set
(extra regularity requirements will be added upon necessity). For a measurable
set e ⊂ Rn we denote by |e| its measure and by χe its characteristic function. χΩ

sometimes will also be denoted by 1Ω. The Lebesgue spaces Lp(Ω) equipped with
their usual norm || · ||p will be often abbreviated by Lp. We note that in principle
most of the results claimed below remain valid with some obvious adjustments
upon further generalizations (e.g., substituting Ω ⊂ Rn with Lebesgue measure by
a generic measure space with a finite nonatomic measure and Lebesgue spaces by
“nice” ideal Banach spaces). Nevertheless, we prefer not to overload the paper
with additional complications. For the norm of a linear operator acting between
the spaces Lp and Lq we use the notation || · ||p→q.

Let us recall some known results from [1, 8] about inner superposition operators
acting between Lebesgue spaces. The operator Tg is well-defined by the formula (S),
if and only if the generating function g: Ω → Rn is measurable and satisfies the
additional requirement

e ⊂ Ω, |e| = 0⇒ µg(e) := |g−1(e)| = 0,
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which we will always consider fulfilled in the sequel. This condition provides the
existence of a Radon-Nikodym derivative dµg

dm ∈ L1 of the image measure µg with
respect to the Lebesgue measure. The same condition is necessary and sufficient
for acting and continuity of Tg in the spaceM :=M(Ω) of (classes of) measurable
functions with the topology of convergence in measure.

The operator Tg acts between the spaces Lp and Lq, if and only if q ≤ p and
dµg
dm ∈ Lp/(p−q). The condition of continuity coincides with acting condition, since
Tg is positive (i.e. maps nonnegative functions in nonnegative ones) [14]. Note
that any nonzero inner superposition operator acting between Lebesgue spaces is
noncompact. At last, we denote E(e) := g−1(e) and E := E(Ω).

3. Abstract results on operator convergence

In this section unless otherwise explicitly mentioned, we always consider Aν , A:
X → Y to be linear operators between Banach spaces X and Y , X ′ and Y ′ stand
for the duals of X and Y respectively and denote by A′ν , A′: Y ′ → X ′ the adjoints
of the operators Aν , A: X → Y . The space of linear operators between X and Y
will be denoted L(X,Y ).

Definition 3.1. We say that the sequence Aν converges to A

(U) uniformly, if it converges in the norm of L(X,Y );
(S) strongly, if Aνx→ Ax in Y for all x ∈ X ;

(W) weakly, if Aνx ⇀ Ax in Y for all x ∈ X ;
(CW) continuously weakly, if Aνxν ⇀ Ax in Y for any weakly converging sequence

xν ⇀ x in X .

For the weak and continuous weak convergence we adopt the notations Aν ⇀ A

and Aν
(cw)
⇀ A respectively. We remark that all the above types of convergence are

induced by the respective topologies in L(X,Y ), which we will refer to as uniform,
strong, weak and continuous weak operator topologies respectively, of which in
general only the uniform one is metrizable (see Chapter IV of [12]). In this paper
however we operate in terms of sequences.

By (U′), (S′) and (W′) denote respectively the uniform, strong and weak (point-
wise) convergences of the sequence A′ν to A′. First we indicate the relationships
between various types of operator convergence.

Lemma 3.1. The following implications hold:

(S) ⇒ (W)⇔ (W′)⇐ (CW)⇐ (S′)
⇑ ⇑
(U) ⇐⇒ (U′).

Moreover, if X is reflexive and Y is uniformly convex (in particular, Hilbert), then
(CW)⇔ (S′). Any of the above types of convergence implies the uniform bounded-
ness of the whole sequence and the boundedness of the limit operator.

For the proof of most of the implications the reader may consult [11]; the others
are trivial.

In the sequel the following result which deals with the “diagonal argument” in
weak operator convergence will play a crucial role.
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Lemma 3.2. Let X be reflexive and Y be dual to some separable normed space (by
weak convergence in Y we understand then the ∗-weak one). Assume that Tν,µ, Aν ,
A ∈ L(X,Y ), while

Tν,µ
(cw)
⇀ Aν as µ→∞ for each ν ∈ N, and

Aν ⇀ A as ν →∞.

Moreover, assume that

lim inf
µ
||Tν,µ||L(X,Y ) ≤ C(∗)

for all ν ∈ N and for some C > 0 independent of ν.
Then there exists a “diagonal” sequence Tν,µ(ν) converging weakly to A, Tν,µ(ν) ⇀

A. Moreover, if the convergence of Aν to A is continuous weak, then also the
mentioned diagonal sequence converges continuously weakly.

Proof. According to (∗), we may assume, up to extracting some subsequences in µ,
that the images of the unit ball in X under the operators Tν,µ, as well as under the
operators Aν , and A are all contained in some ball of Y . Since the ∗-weak topology
in Y is metrizable over any bounded set, denote by d the respective metric inducing
the ∗-weak topology in this ball of Y . First we prove that for any fixed ν ∈ N, there
exists µ(ν) ∈ N such that

d(Tν,µ(ν)x−Aνx, 0) ≤ 1/ν ∀x ∈ X : ‖x‖ = 1.

In fact, supposing the contrary, we have that there are a ν ∈ N and a sequence
{xµ} of elements of unit norm satisfying d(Tν,µxµ − Aνxµ, 0) ≥ 1/ν. As the unit
ball in X is weakly compact, we may suppose xµ ⇀ x, ||x|| ≤ 1, and hence

1/ν ≤ d(Tν,µxµ −Aνxµ, 0)→ 0 as µ→∞,

leading to a contradiction. It remains now to observe that

d(Tν,µ(ν)x−Ax, 0) ≤ d(Tν,µ(ν)x−Aνx, 0) + d(Aνx−Ax, 0)
≤ 1/ν + d(Aνx− Ax, 0),

while the right-hand side converges to zero for all x ∈ X of unit norm, whence the
weak convergence of the “diagonal” sequence follows. The same argument shows

that the “diagonal” sequence converges continuously weakly when Aν
(cw)
⇀ A.

The following example shows that the requirement of weak continuous conver-
gence of Tν,µ in the above assertion is essential and cannot be substituted by that
of only weak convergence, even if Aν are assumed to converge uniformly.

Example 3.1. Let X = Y = L2(0, π). Let {Aν} be a constant sequence of opera-
tors, Aν = 0, and define

(Tν,µu)(x) := ν sinµx · u(x).

Observe Tν,µ ⇀ Aν = 0 for each ν ∈ N as µ → ∞ weakly (but not weakly contin-
uously) in L(L2). Assume the existence of a “diagonal” subsequence Tν,µ(ν) ⇀ 0.
If µ(ν) were bounded, then there would exist a µ̄ ∈ N satisfying µ(ν) = µ̄ for in-
finitely many ν ∈ N. Therefore, taking v(x) := sin µ̄x and u ≡ 1, one would have
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〈Tν,µ(ν)u, v〉 → +∞ up to a subsequence, contradicting the assumption. Hence, we
may suppose that up to a subsequence µ(ν + 1) > µ(ν). Now set

v(x) :=
∞∑
k=1

1
k

sinµ(k)x.

Then 〈Tν,µ(ν)u, v〉 6→ 0, for u ≡ 1, contradicting the assumption.

We remark also further the condition (∗) is necessary for the existence of a
diagonal sequence as announced in the lemma.

4. Limits of inner superpositions

Which form can a limit of a convergent (resp. uniformly, strongly, weakly or con-
tinuously weakly) sequence of inner superposition operators take between Lebesgue
spaces? In this section we give partial answers to this question, which besides be-
ing of separate interest for applications also will serve us in the proof of the main
results.

4.1. Strong and uniform operator topology. The following result has been
proved in [11] for Ω = (0, 1), and can be easily extended for Ω ⊂ Rn. We present it
here with a slight refinement.

Theorem 4.1. Let a sequence of inner superposition operators Tgν : Lp → Lq,
converge strongly to an operator T : Lp → Lq, where 1 ≤ q ≤ p < +∞. Then T is
an inner superposition operator, T = Tg.

The proof follows immediately from the more general statement below, which
extends Lemma 1 of [10].

Theorem 4.2. Let a sequence of inner superposition operators Tgν : M → M
converge strongly to an operator T : M → M. Then T is an inner superposition
operator, T = Tg.

Proof. Setting u(x) = x we see that there is a g ∈ M satisfying

χEνg
ν → ḡ in measure,

while setting u = 1Ω, one has the existence of a measurable E ⊂ Ω, such that

χEν → χE in measure.

Now let x0 6∈ Ω and

g(x) :=
{
ḡ(x), x ∈ E ,
x0, t ∈ Ω\E .

Hence E = g−1(Ω).
We would like to show now that T = Tg. For this purpose, we need first to show

that g: Ω→ Rn actually generates some operator, i.e.
(i) µg is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.

Then, according to Lemma 2 from [9], it will be enough to prove
(ii) |Eν∆E| → 0;
(iii) gν → g in measure on E ;
(iv) µgν are uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.
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We proceed in the reverse order. Without changing the operators Tgν , we may
assume that gν(x) = x0 when x 6∈ Eν . Now (ii) is immediate, while (iii) follows
from∫
E

(gν(x)− g(x)) dx =
∫
E\Eν

(gν(x)− g(x)) dx+
∫
E

(χEν (x)gν(x) − g(x)) dx→ 0.

Note that each µgν is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure,
and, taking u := χe for measurable e ⊂ Ω, we have that χEν is convergent in
measure; hence µgν (e) converges. This brings into play the classical Vitali-Hahn-
Saks theorem (see Chapter VII of [6]), which provides (iv).

To prove (i), assume the contrary, namely, there exists such e0 ⊂ Ω, |e0| = 0,
that µg(e0) = β > 0. Then for any ε > 0 there is an open set Ω′, e0 ⊂ Ω′, such
that |Ω′| < ε. Hence

µg(Ω′) ≥ β > 0.

One observes that there is a subsequence {Eνµ(Ω′)∩E} which tends to E(Ω′) in the
set-theoretic sense up to a subset of measure zero. Thus

µg(Ω′) = lim
µ
|Eνµ(Ω′) ∩ E|,

while (ii) implies µgν (Ω′)→ 0 when ε→ 0 uniformly with respect to ν, which leads
to a contradiction.

We remark that the above theorems give a way to construct explicitly the gen-
erating function of the limit operator.

Obviously all the previous results hold for uniform convergence too. What actu-
ally happens in this case? According to the examples provided in [9], the uniform
convergence of inner superposition operators could be expected in rather rare oc-
casions. Unfortunately, this does not mean that the uniform convergence of a non-
constant sequence of inner superpositions acting in Lebesgue spaces is impossible
at all, as the following example shows.

Example 4.1. For Ω = (0, 1) let

gν(x) :=
{

2x, 0 < x ≤ 1/2,
ν(x− 1/2), 1/2 < x < 1,

g(x) := 2x.

It is clear from the direct computation that the operators Tgν : Lp → Lp, 1 ≤ p <
+∞, converge uniformly to the operator Tg: Lp → Lp.

4.2. Weak and weak continuous operator topology. Before considering weak
notions of operator convergence, we would like to introduce the following useful
convention. Here and everywhere in the sequel when dealing with weak and weak
continuous convergence of operators defined on or acting into the space L∞(Ω), we
understand by weak convergence in this space the ∗-weak one, without changing
the notions of operator convergence.

We start with noting that if a sequence of inner superposition operators between
Lebesgue spaces converges weakly to an inner superposition operator, then in fact
the convergence is strong. This fact, which we present here in the theorem below,
was apparently first noted in [11].
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Theorem 4.3. Let a sequence of inner superposition operators Tgν : Lp → Lq

converge weakly to an operator Tg: Lp → Lq, while 1 ≤ q ≤ p < +∞. Then the
convergence is strong.

Proof. Note that for any measurable set e ⊂ Ω one has

χEν(e) ⇀ χE(e) in Lq,(1)

but the weak convergence of characteristic function to a characteristic functions
implies the strong convergence and, therefore, the statement follows by observing
that the density of the linear span of the set

X0 = {χe : e ⊂ Ω is measurable}
Lp and the uniform boundedness of the sequence Tgν .

Remark. It is clear from the proof that the same result holds for 1 ≤ q < p = +∞.
On the contrary, it is false for q = +∞, because a sequence of inner superposi-
tion operators acting between L∞ converges strongly, if and only if it is definitely
constant.

However, in general weak convergence of inner superposition operators need not
be equivalent to the strong convergence, as we show below.

Example 4.2. Let Ω = (0, 1) and the functions gν : Ω→ R, ν ∈ N, be defined as

gν(x) = νx − j, j/ν ≤ x < (j + 1)/ν, j = 0, . . . , ν − 1.

Then the operators Tgν : Lp → Lp, 1 < p ≤ +∞, converge weakly continuously to
a limit operator T : Lp → Lp given by the formula

(Tu)(x) :=
∫

Ω

u(s) ds · 1(x).

Moreover, if p = 1, the convergence is only weak. Note that a limit operator is
compact, which is impossible for nonzero inner superposition operators [1].

We proceed with the following statement developing the above example.

Proposition 4.1. Let Ω ⊂ D =
∏n
i=1(ai, bi) ⊂ Rn be an open set with locally

Lipschitz-continuous boundary. Then for any one-dimensional integral operator
T ∈ L(Lp), 1 ≤ p ≤ +∞, of the form

(Tu)(x) := 1Ω(x)
1
|D|

∫
Ω

φ(s)u(s) ds

with φ ∈ C(Ω̄),

φ(x) ≥ c > 0 and
1
|Ω|

∫
Ω

φ(s) ds = 1,

there is a sequence of inner superposition operators in L(Lp) converging weakly to
T so that, if p > 1, the convergence is also continuous weak.

Proof. Step 1. We need to construct the auxiliary functions γν : D → D, defining
its i-th component, i = 1, . . . , n, by

γνi (x) := νxi − k(bi − ai) + bi, if
xi − ai
bi − ai

∈
(
k − 1
ν

,
k

ν

)
, k = 1, . . . , ν.

We point out that for each u ∈ Lp(D) the function Tγνu coincides with the re-
striction to D of ũ(ν(·)), where ũ stands for the extension by periodicity of u to
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the whole of Rn. Thus, by Theorem 1.5 and the example following its proof in
Chapter 2 of [4], Tγν ∈ L(Lp(D)) converge weakly continuously to the operator
S ∈ L(Lp(D)) defined by

(Su)(x) := 1D(x)
1
|D|

∫
D

u(s) ds.

Now fix some x0 6∈ Ω and define ḡν : D → Rn by the formula

ḡν(x) :=
{
γν(x), x ∈ Ω,
x0, x 6∈ Ω.

Letting gν : Ω→ Rn be the restrictions of ḡν to Ω, we see that Tgν
(cw)
⇀ S̃ in L(Lp),

where

(S̃u)(x) := 1Ω(x)
1
|D|

∫
Ω

u(s) ds,

because Tgνu = χΩTγν in Lp(D).
Step 2. We use the lemma below to construct a homeomorphism g: Ω→ Ω such

that dµg
dm = φ. We have then that Tg ∈ L(Lp) and Tgν ◦Tg

(cw)
⇀ S̃ ◦Tg = T in L(Lp).

It remains to note that Tgν ◦ Tg are still inner superpositions.

Lemma 4.1. If Ω ⊂ Rn is an open bounded set with locally Lipschitz-continuous
boundary and φ ∈ C(Ω̄) satisfies

φ(x) ≥ c > 0,
1
|Ω|

∫
Ω

φ(s) ds = 1,

then there is a homeomorphism g: Ω→ Ω satisfying dµg
dm = φ.

Proof. According to [5] (see also [16, 15]), there is a homeomorphism g: Ω → Ω
satisfying

det∇g−1(x) = φ(x)

in a weak sense, that is,

|g−1(e)| =
∫
e

φ(s) ds

for all measurable e ⊂ Ω.

We remark that in principle both Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.1 could be further
refined, for instance, by weakening the regularity requirement on the boundary of
Ω. Such a refinement goes, however, beyond the scopes of this paper. We think it
also worth emphasizing that the results claimed in both of the above statements
are constructive.

Another type of weak limits of inner superpositions is shown in the following
example.

Example 4.3. Let Ω = (0, 1) and the functions gν : Ω→ R, ν ∈ N, be defined as

gν(x) =
{

2, j/ν ≤ x < (2j + 1)/2ν,
x, (2j + 1)/2ν ≤ x < j/ν,

j = 0, . . . , 2ν.

Then the operators Tgν : Lp → Lp, 1 ≤ p ≤ +∞, converge weakly to the limit
operator T : Lp → Lp given by the formula

(Tu)(x) :=
1
2
u(x).
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We develop the idea of the above example in the following statement.

Proposition 4.2. Let 0 ≤ a(x) ≤ 1 a.e. in Ω. Then a multiplication operator
T ∈ L(Lp), 1 ≤ p ≤ +∞, defined by (Tu)(x) := a(x)u(x) is a limit of some weakly
convergent sequence of inner superposition operators in L(Lp).

Proof. Observe that

S := {χE : E ⊂ Ω is measurable} ⊂ L∞

is the set of extreme points of

B := {v ∈ L∞(Ω) : 0 ≤ v ≤ 1 a.e. in Ω}.
Thus, given a ∈ B, according to the Krein-Milman theorem there is a sequence
hν

∗
⇀ a, where hν are convex combinations of characteristic functions. Now, it is

easy to note that for each fixed ν ∈ N there is a sequence of characteristic functions
χEν,µ

∗
⇀ hν as µ → ∞. Recalling that the ∗-weak topology is metrizable over B,

we conclude that there is a “diagonal” sequence χEν,µ(ν)

∗
⇀ a. It remains to note

that the operators Tν : Lp → Lp defined by

Tνu := χEν,µ(ν)u

are in fact inner superposition operators, while Tν ⇀ T in L(Lp).

Unfortunately, the sequence of operators constructed in the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.2 converges only weakly, but not continuously weakly, unless a ∈ L∞ is
a characteristic function. In fact, if Tν converge continuously weakly to T , then
taking uν := χEν,µ(ν) we have

Tνuν ⇀ Ta = a2.

On the other hand Tνuν = uν ⇀ a, and therefore a = a2, i.e. a ∈ S, while the
convergence is also strong by Theorem 4.3.

At last, we find it suitable to provide the following general necessary conditions
for an operator to be a weak limit of inner superposition operators, which sharpen
the result announced in [10].

Theorem 4.4. Let a sequence of inner superposition operators Tgν : Lp → Lq

converge weakly to an operator T : Lp → Lq, while 1 ≤ q ≤ p < +∞. Then T has
the following properties:

(i) T is a positive operator (i.e. maps nonnegative functions in nonnegative
ones);

(ii) ||T ||∞→r ≤ |Ω|1/r, where 1 ≤ r ≤ +∞;
(iii) T ∈ L(Lr, Ls), if either 1 ≤ s ≤ r < +∞ and r/s ≥ p/q, or r = +∞ and

1 ≤ s ≤ +∞.

Proof. To prove (i), assume the contrary, i.e. the existence of such u(x) ≥ 0 and
e ∈ Σ, |e| > 0, that v(x) := (Tu)(x) < 0 for x ∈ e. Then∣∣∣∣∫

Ω

((Tu)(x)− (Tgνu)(x))χe(x) dx
∣∣∣∣ =

∫
e

|v(x)| dx +
∫
e

(Tgνu)(x) dx ≥
∫
e

|v(x)| dx,

which gives the contradiction.
To prove (ii), we show first that ||T ||∞→1 ≤ |Ω|. In fact, assume

||T ||∞→1 = C > |Ω|
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and note that for each ε > 0 there exists a u ∈ L∞ satisfying∫
Ω

|(Tu)(x)| dx ≥ (C − ε)||u||∞.

Let φ(x) := sign (Tu)(x). Then∣∣∣∣∫
Ω

((Tu)(x)− (Tgνu)(x))φ(x) dx
∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∫
Ω

|(Tu)(x)| dx−
∫

Ω

(Tgνu)(x)φ(x) dx
∣∣∣∣

≥ (C − ε− |Ω|)||u||∞
leads to a contradiction.

Now we show ||T ||∞→∞ ≤ 1. In fact, assuming the contrary, we may assume
without loss of generality that there are a u ∈ L∞ and a measurable e ⊂ Ω, |e| > 0,
such that

(Tu)(x) > ||u||∞, x ∈ e.

Then

|e| · ||u||∞ ≥
∫

Ω

(Tgνu)(x)χe(x) dx→
∫

Ω

(Tu)(x)χe(x) dx > |e| · ||u||∞

gives the contradiction.
The rest of the statement (ii) follows from the interpolation theorem for positive

linear operators (Theorem 2.5 in [14]).
Now we concentrate on the proof of (iii). The case r = +∞ is in fact included

in (ii). As for the case r < +∞, it is enough to prove that T ∈ L(Lr, Ls) when
r/s = p/q, since the rest follows from the obvious general properties of linear
operators acting in Lebesgue spaces (see § 1.6 of [14]). At last, the case r/s = p/q
follows immediately from the cited interpolation theorem (because T ∈ L(Lr, Ls)
for r = s = +∞ by (ii) and for r = p, s = q).

5. Linear combinations of inner superpositions and their limits

In this section we deal with limits of linear combinations of inner superposition
operators, adopting the notation

Θp,q := span {Tg ∈ L(Lp, Lq)}, Θp := Θp,p.

We will further be interested also in a particularly “nice” subset Θ′p,q of Θp,q,
namely, by a span of inner superposition operators generated by piecewise homeo-
morphisms. As above, let Θ′p := Θ′p,p.

From now on we will always assume Ω ⊂ Rn to be an open bounded subset with
locally Lipschitz-continuous boundary. We start with the following result.

Proposition 5.1. Let φ ∈ L∞. There is a sequence of linear combinations of inner
superpositions in L(Lp), 1 < p < +∞, which converges continuously weakly to the
integral operator T : Lp → Lp defined by

(Tu)(x) := 1Ω(x)
∫

Ω

φ(s)u(s) ds.

Proof. Step 1. Write φ = φ+ −φ−, where φ+ and φ− are the positive and negative
parts of φ respectively, i.e. φ+(x) := max(φ(x), 0) and φ− := (−φ)+. We note that
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it is enough to find the sequences {T+
ν } and {T−ν } in Θp, converging continuously

weakly to T+ and T− respectively, where

(T+u)(x) := 1Ω(x)
∫

Ω

φ+(s)u(s) ds, (T−u)(x) := 1Ω(x)
∫

Ω

φ−(s)u(s) ds.

The desired sequence will then be {T+
ν − T−ν }.

Step 2. According to the previous step, we may assume without loss of generality
that φ ≥ 0. Now we approximate T uniformly by one-dimensional integral operators
with “regular” kernels. For all ν ∈ N let φ̄ν ∈ C(Ω̄) be such that

||φ̄ν − φ||p < 1/ν

and set φν(x) := max(φ̄ν , 1/ν). Then φν → φ in Lp
′
, φν ∈ C(Ω̄) and φν ≥ 1/ν in

Ω. Thus the operators Sν : Lp → Lp defined by

(Sνu)(x) := 1Ω(x)
∫

Ω

φν(s)u(s) ds

converge uniformly to T .
Step 3. According to Proposition 4.1, for each fixed ν ∈ N one can construct a

sequence of inner superposition operators Tgν,µ : Lp → Lp, such that

λνTgν,µ
(cw)
⇀ Sν as µ→∞,

where λν := ||φν ||1 · |D|/|Ω| and D ⊂ Rn is some cube containing Ω. Since φ ∈ L∞,
we may assume that the sequence {φ̄ν}, and hence {φν}, is uniformly bounded in
C(Ω̄). Thus by Lemma 4.1 the norms of all the operators {λνTgν,µ} are uniformly
bounded and by Lemma 3.2, there is a “diagonal” sequence

λνTgν,µ(ν)
(cw)
⇀ T,

which concludes the proof.

Let us remark that the operators of the approximating sequence constructed in
the proof of the above proposition are generated by piecewise homeomorphisms.

We prove now the first principal result of this paper.

Theorem 5.1. Let 1 < q ≤ p < +∞. Any operator in L(Lp, Lq) is a weak contin-
uous limit of some sequence of operators, which can be obtained as sequential weak
continuous limits of linear combinations of inner superposition operators generated
by piecewise homeomorphisms. In particular, the linear span of such “nice” inner
superposition operators Θ′p,q is dense in continuous weak topology of L(Lp, Lq).

Proof. Step 1. We recall the following result of “folklore” character.

Lemma 5.1. Any operator from L(Lp, Lq), 1 ≤ p ≤ +∞, 1 ≤ q < +∞, is a limit
of some sequence of finite rank operators converging strongly and, if q > 1, also
continuously weakly.

Proof of Lemma 5.1. To prove the strong approximation result, it is enough to show
that there is a sequence of finite rank operators {Tν} ⊂ L(Lq) converging strongly
to the identity. In fact, in this case any operator A ∈ L(Lp, Lq) is approximated
by a strongly converging sequence of operators {Tν ◦A} of finite rank.

Let {uν} stand for the Haar system in Lq (see [6]). Then defining

Tνu :=
ν∑
i=1

〈u, u′i〉ui,
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where {u′i} is a system of functionals biorthogonal to {ui}, which in fact is consti-
tuted by the same functions, we conclude this part of the proof referring to the fact
that {uν} is a Schauder basis in Lq, 1 ≤ q < +∞.

To prove the continuous weak approximation result, it remains to observe that,
if 1 < q < +∞, then T ′ν → Id strongly, and hence, for any operator A ∈ L(Lp, Lq),
the sequence {Tν ◦ A} converges to A also continuously weakly by Lemma 3.1,
because the sequence of adjoints {A′ ◦ T ′ν} converge strongly to A′.

We note now that every finite rank operator in L(Lp, Lq) can be approximated
uniformly by finite rank operators of a particular form

(Tνu)(x) :=
ν∑
i=1

ai(x)
∫

Ω

u(s)φi(s) ds

with all φi ∈ L∞. We will show that all such operators can be approximated in
continuous weak sense by means of operators from Θ′p,q. The desired assertion will
follow then from Lemma 3.2, since the condition (∗) of this lemma is automatically
satisfied in case of uniform convergence.

Step 2. Let T : Lp → Lq be a finite rank operator,

(Tu)(x) := a(x)
∫

Ω

φ(s)u(s) ds,

where φ ∈ L∞, a ∈ Lq. Let Tν : Lp → Lq be defined by

(Tνu)(x) := aν(x)
∫

Ω

φ(s)u(s) ds,

where aν ∈ C(Ω̄) and ||aν − a||q < 1/ν. Hence, Tν → T uniformly in L(Lp, Lq).
If we show now that for each ν ∈ N there is a sequence {Tν,µ} ⊂ Θ′p,q such that

Tν,µ
(cw)
⇀ Tν as µ → ∞, then the proof is concluded by extracting a diagonal

sequence according to Lemma 3.2.
Step 3. It remains thus to show that the rank one operator T defined on Step

2 may be approximated in the continuous weak sense by a sequence from Θ′p,q, if
a ∈ C(Ω̄). Since we may find a sequence

{âν} ⊂ X0 := span {χE : E ⊂ Ω is measurable},

such that âν → a in L∞, there is a sequence of operators T̂ν : Lp → Lq of the form

(T̂νu)(x) := âν(x)u(x),

such that T̂ν → T̂ uniformly in L(Lp, Lq), where

(T̂ u)(x) := a(x)u(x).

Note that {T̂ν} ⊂ Θ′p,q. According to Proposition 5.1, there is a sequence {T̄ν} ⊂ Θ′p
converging continuously weakly to T̄ in L(Lp), where

(T̄ u)(x) := 1Ω(x)
∫

Ω

φ(s)u(s) ds.

We conclude by observing that

T̂ν ◦ T̄
(cw)
⇀ T̂ ◦ T̄ = T,

while T̂ν ◦ T̄ ∈ Θ′p,q.
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Corollary 5.1. The linear span Θ′p,q of the set of inner superposition operators
generated by piecewise homeomorphisms is dense in the strong operator topology of
L(Lp, Lq), where 1 < q ≤ p < +∞.

Proof. From the above Theorem 5.1 it follows that Θ′p,q is dense in the weak op-
erator topology of L(Lp, Lq). It is enough now to refer to Theorem VI.1.4 of [12],
according to which the duals of the spaces L(Lp, Lq) equipped with strong and
weak operator topology respectively coincide.

It is important to emphasize that the strong topology in L(Lp, Lq) is not metriz-
able, and hence the result provided by the above corollary in principle does not
allow us to assert that any linear operator between Lebesgue spaces is a strong
limit of a sequence of linear combinations of inner superpositions. However, we will
be able to show now that such a stronger sequential result still takes place. For
this purpose we employ the following lemma, which is a by-product of Theorem 3
of [3].

Lemma 5.2. There is a sequence of linear combinations of inner superpositions in
L(Lp), 1 < p < +∞, which converges uniformly to an integral operator T : Lp → Lp

defined by

(Tu)(x) := 1Ω(x)
1
|Ω|

∫
Ω

u(s) ds.

To prove the lemma, it is enough to follow the lines of the proof of the mentioned
Theorem 3 of [3]. Here we report only the main idea of the construction.

Idea of the proof of Lemma 5.2. In [3] it has been proved, using the theorem on
isomorphism for measure spaces [13], that in a standard probability space (Ω,Σ, µ)
for each fixed ν ∈ N there exists a finite collection of measure preserving maps

gνi : Ω→ Ω, i = 1, . . . , ν,

such that a family of σ-subalgebrae {(gνi )−1(Σ)}νi=1 is independent in totality. It
may be shown now, with the help of an interpolation theorem for positive linear
operators [14], that the sequence {Tν} ⊂ Θp, defined by

(Tνu)(x) :=
1
ν

ν∑
i=1

(Tgνi u)(x),

converges uniformly to T .

It seems important to point out that the maps gνi with special properties, which
constitute the heart of the proof, are defined in a rather nonconsructive way: in
practice, their existence is provided by the theorem on isomorphism of measure
spaces [13]. Moreover, as it has been shown in [3], these maps should necessarily
possess some rather pathological properties, e.g. they can be injective only on a
set of zero measure, while the preimage of almost any point is nondenumerable. In
fact, in [3] such maps are called “extremely noninvertible” or “anti-injective”.

Now, using Lemma 5.2 and following the lines of the proof of Proposition 5.1,
we may approximate uniformly by linear combinations of inner superpositions any
integral operator T : Lp → Lp of more general form

(Tu)(x) := 1Ω(x)
∫

Ω

φ(s)u(s) ds, φ ∈ L∞.
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It remains at last to reiterate the arguments of the proof of Theorem 5.1 to get
the following statement, which is the second principal result of this paper, and is
even slightly stronger than just a strong sequential density result.

Theorem 5.2. Any operator in L(Lp, Lq), 1 < q ≤ p < +∞, is a limit of some
sequence of linear combinations of inner superposition operators, converging both
strongly and continuously weakly.

Finally we remark again that the generating functions involved are no more
piecewise homeomorphisms, but have the rather pathological character of “extreme
noninvertibility”.
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